
TOPICS:

LANGUAGES:

He presents in English.

PUBLICATIONS:

IN DETAIL:

Jack Shaw has advised leading technology providers including Oracle, SAP, IBM
and HP Enterprises. He has delivered expert guidance to Fortune 500 Companies
such as General Electric and Coca Cola and to numerous small and mid-market
public and private sector organisa ons. He was voted one of 2017's Top 25
Professional Speakers by over 27,000 mee ngs planners, execu ves and
conference a endees - the only Technology speaker to be accorded this
recogni on. As a futurist, he is par cularly expert at helping C-level execu ves
and managers understand, and plan for the impacts of emerging technologies.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:

Jack Shaw is the quintessen al candidate for delivering transforma ve
knowledge of AI at high-level business gatherings. His unique blend of
experience, foresight in technology trends, and ability to demys fy AI make him
an unparalleled expert for guiding organisa ons through the AI-driven future of
business.

HOW HE PRESENTS:

A charisma c, dynamic speaker with a deep understanding of how emerging
technologies create disrup on while enabling innova on.

For over 20 years, Jack Shaw has been an influen al voice on AI as well as on such other cri cal emerging technologies as IoT and
Blockchain, ar cula ng complex ideas with clarity. In 2023, following the ini al release of ChatGPT, he emerged as a pivotal
figure in AI discourse, speaking nearly 40 mes in 25 states. Jack Shaw's prominence is underpinned by a career spanning four
decades at the forefront of AI development and its integra on into the business world.

Jack Shaw
Top Business Technology Futurist & Blockchain Expert

"Opening Minds to What's Next"

ChatGPT, AI, and Your Future
Bitcoin, Cryptocurrency and DeFI
Blockchain in the Enterprise
5G and IoT: The Internet of Everything
The Metaverse: What Does it Mean for
Me and My Organisation?
Navigating the Future: AI's
Transformative Impact on Next-Gen
Distribution

2015 3D Printing - Are You Ready
for the Transformation

2011 The Cloud Computing e-Book

2009 Fraud for Sale - Are You a
Target for Automated Fraud

2005 Dynamic Systems Put
Enterprise Risk Management
in Motion

2000 Surviving the Digital Jungle

1995 Doing Business in the
Information Age
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